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Purpose of this project:

´to explore if the use of good-natured comedy 
for climate communication helps students 
sustain hope and effectively communicate 
climate solutions. This project seeks to diversify 
the modes of comedy that can be used in 
climate communication beyond satire to others 
that are possibly more hopeful and supportive of 
sustained engagement and action.



What is good natured comedy?
´ -an intended double meaning

´ -connotes both a mode of comedy that is good for nature, and also good-
natured, meaning kind in intent—not seeking to shame or expose in a cruel 
or demeaning manner 

´ ‘Good’ as an adjective also implies that environmental comedy needs to 
be of superior quality in order to be effective. The comedy needs to be 
able to float to be funny, meaning that it needs to be unencumbered by 
excessive environmental messaging

´ Describing comedy as ‘natured’ also situates it in the phenomena of the 
physical world: as embodied, and as part of the Earth. It gets us out of our 
merely intellectual mode—where verbal forms of comedy (such as satire) 
largely reside—and into our physical bodies through which we both 
experience and impact the environment. 





-Fall 2017 Course--Freshman seminar, 
Comedy Matters: To explore the nature, place, and function of comedy 
within society and the meaningful role comedy can play in communicating climate solutions

-Spring 2018 Course-- ENVS Juniors and 
Seniors, Creative Climate Communication:

To generate multimodal creative compositions on the subject of climate change

-Spring 2019 Young Women’s Voice for 
Climate-SPEAK: an after school group for young women in Boulder, CO 
working towards vocal empowerment on issues of climate



Partners for Drawdown Act Up
-Drawdown

-National Park Service- Climate Change Response Team

-Rocky Mountain National Park 
-CIRES Ed. & Outreach
-SPEAK



´Keep it local- framing at the city/community level 
´Appeal to people’s already held values
´Focus on a single issue
´Emphasize the positive 
´ Identify co-benefits to climate and energy solutions 
´Frame the solution as an opportunity
´ *Markowitz, Ezra, Caroline Hodge, and Gabriel Harp. 2014. Connecting on Climate: A Guide to 

Effective Climate Change Communication. New York: Center for Research on Environmental 
Decisions, Columbia University. 

Research shows that when 
communicating climate solutions: 





What’s So Funny?
´ -fully committing
´ -exaggeration
´ -introducing one ridiculous idea into an otherwise logical world

´ -surprise 
´ -clever recognition of a truth
´ -anthropomorphizing ideas, forces, natural objects, animals…
´ -imitation (such as the human being mechanical or the mechanical being 

human)
´ -when absurdism seems more logical than logic
´ -sexual innuendo

´ -scatology
´ -specificity in detail, not vague notions
´ -the body, its involuntary sounds, smells, protrusions, foibles, and failures 

´ -honesty 
´ -social inversion
´ -word play

´ -timing
´ -failing





Plant-rich Diet Solutions #4
The Omnivore Game



Girls Education Solution #6
Turning Over the Tarp













Commonly mentioned approaches or 
techniques:

´ Identifying with the audience

´Use of humor

´Thorough research to feed creativity
´Working as a team

´Mixing fun with education
´ Interacting with the audience





´ It keeps things fresh and exciting.

´Fun or not, I think a person is either dedicated to 
climate change, or they are not.

´The usual dark message of climate change 
really takes its toll and gives the feeling of "why 
even try." So fun is great in encouraging healthy, 
sustainable living in a way that enjoyable. 

´Yes, because it allows me to see climate 
change in a more positive way.



Rocky 
Mountain 
National Park 
Discovery 
Days
July 2018







Lettuce Plan A Head

´https://vimeo.com/291062881/f10f1f0436

https://vimeo.com/291062881/f10f1f0436


ACT UP!
‘Drawdown’ carbon to reverse global warming

‘Act Up’ through interactive games and skits
to activate top solutions

Learn the science behind the solutions
and how to activate these in your daily life

Brought to you by Inside the Greenhouse - Creative Climate Communication - University of Colorado

INTEGRATED
into curriculum for
2 semesters at
CU Boulder

PILOTED
with students at 
Rocky Mountain 
National Park

STAY TUNED FOR “DRAWDOWN, STAND UP!”
A fun night of stand up and sketch comedy*

centered on Drawdown solutions

Spring 2019 class project for CU’s ‘Creative 
Climate Communication’

*see Boykoff & Osnes “A Laughing Matter? Confronting 
climate change through humor” (Political Geography 2018)

For more information, contact Beth Osnes at beth.osnes@colorado.edu
Professor of Theatre and Environmental Studies, CU Boulder 
Co-founder (with Max Boykoff and Rebecca Safran) of 
Inside the Greenhouse www.insidethegreenhouse.org

Drawdown Learn 
Conference

October 19-21. 2018

Omega Institute, New York





CU Museum of Natural History March 15, 2019
Good Natured Fun with 
Drawdown, Act Up!



Lessons Learned & Recommendations:



Spring 2019  
Drawdown, Stand 
Up!



Contact:
beth.osnes@colorado.edu

mailto:beth.osnes@colorado.edu

